A method for mining frequent itemsets by evaluating their probability of supports based on association analysis is presented. This paper obtains the probability of every 1-itemset by scanning the database, then evaluates the probability of every 2-itemset, every 3-itemset, every k-itemset from the frequent 1-itemsets and gains all the candidate frequent itemsets. This paper also scans the database for verifying the support of the candidate frequent itemsets. Last, the frequent itemsets are mined. The method reduces a lot of time of scanning database and shortens the computation time of the algorithm.
Introduction
In the algorithms of association rules mining, apriori is the ancestor. The main idea of the apriori is scanning the database repeatedly. The most important step in mining association is the generation of frequent itemsets. In algorithm apriori, most time is consumed for scanning the database repeatedly.
Related concepts
We present the definitions of the concepts that are used to describe the improved algorithm. Let us start from the following definitions for association rules.
Let I={i~,i2,...,i~} be a set of all items, where an item is an object with some predefined attributes (e. g. price, weight, etc. ). A transaction T---= %tid, I, ~ is a tuple, where tid is the identifier of the transaction and I, ~ I. A transaction database T consists of a set of trans-
actions. An itemset is a subset of the set of items. A k-itemset is an itemset of size k. We write itemsets as S= iil, iia, "'", irk, S~_I, omitting set brackets. X~T, TED} ] marked by confidence(X=aY).
The mining association rules is generating association rules with itemsets which have equal or larger support and confidence. all events. If there is
and it is right for any k(l%k~n) and any 1 ~-~ i~ i2~'"~ ih~n, then A~, Az, "', A, are the inter-independent events.
The candidate frequent itemsets refer to the itemsets whose probabilities are larger than the user sets.
2 Improved algorithm for apriori
Main idea of the improved algorithm
Let P~, P2 ,'", P. be the independent probability of every item At, Az, "", A,,, then the probability for any two item Ak, Am (Pk ~ Pm )
both appearing in one transaction is P~,,,.
If Ak and Am are total non-correlation, from
Definition 4 it can be concluded that Pk,. = Pk " P~, if Ak and A~ are total correlation, then P~,, is the minimum of the Pk and Pm, so, P, 9 P~ P~ ~ Pk. Now the problem is: given P~ and P~,, and
Pk " Pm~ P~.~ Pk, how to evaluate P~? The prohlem can not be solved with the conditions in mathematics. But in fact, there is a lot of information without accurate mathematic formula which is omitted. This paper offers a method for confirming the formula by association analysis.
Let parameter a be the probability for which Ak and Am are total correlation, and parameter b for total non-correlation, and a +b-----1, 0 ~ a, b % 1, then P,o can be defined as.
P~ =a. Pk+b'Pk 9 Pm (2) There are a lot methods for proving the values of parameters a and b. This paper provides a way to define a and b by association analysis.
Proving a and b by association analysis
There is a series of criterion about environment. The most ingredients of the pollution can be obtained from the source. So we can consider the criterion as a reference list and there is a need to find the correlation as a comparison list.
Thus we will get the correlation coefficient which is the parameter a in Eq. (2), and b =la. The details are described as follows.
LetS={S~, Sz,'",S,.} be the value list of item A,., where S~, Sz, "", S,. are the samples extracted from the database and X= {X~, Xz, 9 " ,X,,, } be the value list for item Ak, where X~, Repeat steps @(2)@ to calculate the probabiliies of itemset A1 ,Az , "'", A~ appearing.
2) Set a minimum value V1 for the probability of A~ appearing, If the probability of A~ appearing PFA[i] is larger than V~, then the itemset A~ is a frequent 1-itemset. So, you get some frequent 1-itemset, let "m" be the number, and 
